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URANIUM MINING BAN 
Amendment to Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting on the following motion moved by Dr G.I. Gallop (Premier) - 

That this house supports the state government’s continuing ban on uranium mining in Western 
Australia. 

to which the following amendment was moved by Mr M.J. Birney (Leader of the Opposition) - 

To delete all words after “this house” and insert instead - 

supports the Premier’s call for a public debate on uranium mining 

Amendment on the Amendment 

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys) [2.47 pm]:  I move - 

To amend the amendment to the motion before the house by adding the words - 

on Wednesday, 12 October 2005 

Point of Order 

Mr J.N. HYDE:  My understanding is that, as I was the speaker before question time, I automatically have the 
call immediately the business resumes. 

The SPEAKER:  Yes, once we get to that business. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I have moved that amendment because it has been said in the main part of the debate, of 
the business that we are hopefully debating, that there has not been enough public consultation on this issue.  As 
the Premier very well knows, the opposition intends to consult widely with its thousands of lay members and 
general members of the public on this issue at its annual state conference at the end of September.  This is a very 
important issue.  It is wrong and it is an abuse of this house to bring on this motion today for pure, cheap, 
political point scoring.  That is what the Premier is doing; that is all that is happening.  I have moved the 
amendment also because we should not be wasting the time of this house today prior to consulting with members 
of the public, and the lay members of our political parties who help to elect us to this Parliament.  Their voices 
are very important.  It is also because there are much more important issues that we should be discussing.   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  You will do anything to evade this question, won’t you?   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I will not do anything to evade this question.  The Premier mentioned in his rhetorical 
ramblings earlier today dirty bombs, terrorism and all the rest of it.   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  We do live in the age of terrorism.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  We certainly do.  Come in spinner!  That was a very good point.  What have the Premier 
and the Minister for Police and Emergency Services been doing for the past few months?  They have been in a 
comatose state on their watch on the issue of terrorism.  The Premier spoke about dirty bombs, bombing and 
terrorism activity; yet, the government did not dream about drafting counter-terrorism legislation until the 
dreadful London bombings.  That is when the Premier woke out of his comatose state.  The government had 
done nothing before that time.  It had done some work on the Emergency Management Bill, but that bill deals 
not with counter-terrorism but with emergency management in all sorts of scenarios.  Members of the house 
have a duty to debate legislation on counter-terrorism.  The Premier has done nothing.  He is all rhetoric.  That is 
what we should be discussing in the house today.  That is what the Premier should have spent both his time and 
the time of his staff in working on instead of coming up with the puerile tactics that he has used in the house 
today, which bring discredit to the house.  We have not been dealing with the proper issues.  We have been 
dealing with the issue of uranium mining.  I have a view on that issue.   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Let us know what it is. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I am very happy to let the Premier know my view.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Your view is?   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I will come to that.   
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The SPEAKER:  The member will not come to that during this debate.  The member should give us reasons that 
the amendment before us should be supported, and only that.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Thank you, Mr Speaker.  I may have strayed a little.  I accept that.  I am trying to point 
out why - 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Stray any further and you will end up in the dog pound.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Hungry Jacks is now open.  I suggest the minister make his way there, because somebody 
must want some hamburgers.   

I will not spend a lot of time on this amendment.  However, it is important to note that my reason for asking that 
the motion be deferred until that date is genuine.  It is not because I do not want to debate the issue.  I am happy 
to debate the issue.  However, I would prefer to hear what the lay party members of my political party think and 
to undertake some public consultation on this matter before I do so.  I am happy to do a survey in my electorate 
to see what members of the public feel about this issue, because I represent the people of my electorate.  That is 
why the debate on this motion should be deferred until 12 October, which follows a recess week and the Liberal 
Party state conference.  We do things differently in the Liberal Party.  We have an annual state conference.  The 
Premier has an annual state conference about once every four years.  He obviously does not care about the views 
of the lay members of the Labor Party.  He has his views and he will inflict them on the people of Western 
Australia whether they like it or not.  The Premier’s views may well be right, but he should first test the waters 
and talk to the public and members of his lay party.  

Dr G.I. Gallop:  We have a state executive meeting every month. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The Premier has convinced some Labor Party members to change their minds.  That is 
fine.  That is democracy.  However, what we have today is not democracy. 

Mr M.J. Birney:  I am sorry to interrupt, member for Hillarys, but I just heard the Premier say that the Labor 
Party has a state executive meeting every month.  I could not help but think of an article in The Australian of 28 
July 2004, which states - 

The Australian reported yesterday that for the third time this year, Labor cancelled its state executive 
meeting because it feared the party’s factions would engage in an embarrassing public brawl.   

That is the state executive meeting the Premier says he attends every month!  They keep cancelling it.   

Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  When was their last state conference?   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  It was held in July 2003 - more than two years ago.  That is the annual state conference of 
the Labor Party!   

The SPEAKER:  I know that this may be very interesting, but I do not see what it has to do with the motion that 
is before the house.  I direct the member to speak to the motion or to resume his seat.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I will conclude my comments, because I do not want to waste the time of the house.  I 
moved the amendment for very good reasons, which I have outlined.  I will not go over them again.  As the 
Leader of the Opposition has said, members on this side of the house will not vote for the motion moved by the 
Premier.  He will be on his own in that sense, so his political points will not be counted.   

MR M.J. BIRNEY (Kalgoorlie - Leader of the Opposition) [2.55 pm]:  I certainly support the amendment 
moved by the member for Hillarys that this motion not be dealt with until Wednesday, 12 October 2005.  I will 
add to the comments of the member for Hillarys and indicate to members why this matter would be better dealt 
with on that date.  From time to time, politicians, and indeed party leaders, are pilloried for not consulting with 
the community on different issues.  Indeed, I have lost count of the number of times I have heard it said in media 
circles in Western Australia that the Premier and other members of state cabinet have not consulted on certain 
issues.  The Liberal Party and I are very keen to consult on the issue of uranium mining and to hear the views of 
the public and the various stakeholders involved in the uranium debate.  Importantly, as the member for Hillarys 
said, we are very keen to hear the views of the organisational wing of the Liberal Party, which will come 
together at our state conference on the first weekend in October.  I have said that I will take the recommendation 
of the state conference to the party room meeting that follows the conference for our members to make a final 
decision.  We will do a few things.  First, we will consult the public.  Secondly, we will consult the grassroots 
people who put us into the jobs that we currently enjoy.  Thirdly, we will make a decision on the very important 
issue of uranium mining, having had the benefit of public consultation.  That is why the member for Hillarys has 
moved the amendment.   
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I have asked our members of Parliament to get out onto the streets to talk to people about uranium mining and to 
get their views.  They should consult as widely as possible before attending the Liberal Party state conference, at 
which they will have the opportunity to hear the views of the people who attend.  About 400 people attend the 
Liberal Party state conference.  Those people come from all walks of life and from all corners of Western 
Australia.  They are engaged in various occupations, and include builder’s labourers, businesspeople and 
housewives.  Members on this side of the house are keen to consult on this issue and to get the views of the 
public and our organisational wing members.  We will then make a decision, on the date suggested in the 
amendment.  This is not an open-ended commitment.  We have made a commitment to make a decision on 
uranium mining.  We want to hear the views of the people who attend our state conference before we do that.  
That is why this amendment is particularly important.   

It is interesting that the Labor Party does not even have a state conference any more.  It is because all the 
different factions - the lefts and the rights, the not so lefts and the not so rights, and the centre ones - want to kill 
each other.  They are very worried about the public perception of that.  That is why we need to endorse this 
amendment. 

Point of Order 

Mr R.C. KUCERA:  Mr Speaker, you have already ruled that this kind of comment is not relevant to the debate.  
It is about time we got back on line.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The motion before the house is that we adjourn this debate until Wednesday, 12 October.  
One reason for that is to enable us to get the views of the people who attend our state conference.  Clearly, issues 
surrounding state conferences are relevant to this debate.   

The SPEAKER:  Debate on such motions is very restricted - the Leader of the Opposition knows that.  I am 
sure some leeway has been given, but that has just about been exhausted. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  In closing, the Liberal Party’s agenda will be dictated by the Liberal Party as a whole, not 
by the Labor Party or the state government.  The Liberal Party will make a decision on this very important matter 
when it is good and ready to do so.  Whatever happens today, let me lay my view on the table.  We are 
consulting on the issue of uranium mining and we are monitoring the public debate.  We will receive the views 
of our state conference, and we will make a decision on the matter at the party room meeting immediately 
following the state conference.  What happens in the house today is irrelevant because that is our position on 
uranium mining. 

Amendment on the amendment put and negatived. 

Amendment to Motion Resumed 

MR J.N. HYDE (Perth) [3.01 pm]:  I outline briefly, first, the consultation that has taken place in my electorate, 
and the fact that uranium mining was an issue at the 2005 and 2001 state elections.  It was also an issue in the 
mayoral election in the Town of Vincent in 1991, 1995 and 1997.  Extensive debate has been held on this issue, 
and the people of Western Australia have a firm view that is reflected in their ongoing election of the Gallop 
Labor government.  There is no new scientific magic bullet on this issue.  There is no new evidence to debate or 
to justify the diversionary tactics we have seen.  A number of stunts have already been pulled today as the 
Opposition is too scared to put its own views.  The Leader of the Opposition still does not know which side of 
the fence to jump to.   

After the Chernobyl nuclear accident, we had a renewed interest in Western Australia’s food production and 
other primary products because this state was not within the enormous haze of contamination that was covering 
Europe.  People were not buying produce from Russia, France, Germany, Spain and elsewhere because of the 
huge area affected by contamination.  Western Australia has a unique selling point with its food production.  One 
of the biggest factors in our reputation is that we have no nuclear industry to potentially ruin overnight an entire 
industry. 

I take issue with the point raised by the member for Cottesloe that Australia is a first world country and, 
therefore, we can guarantee 100 per cent safety with our uranium produced in the cycle.  Consider the situation 
with illegal drugs, let alone something coming from the government.  The government cannot even stop the 
export or import of illegal drugs.  With the money involved in enriched uranium in various parts of the uranium 
cycle - members acknowledge that it is the increase in the price of uranium that made their eyes light up - 
organised crime becomes involved.  That has been seen already in the nuclear cycle.  Look at Pakistan.  That 
country’s most revered nuclear scientist - a victim of corruption - gave information about technology involved in 
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nuclear production to the North Koreans.  This man was the most esteemed scientist in Pakistan.  When money is 
involved, corruption is encouraged.  It has been seen regardless of whether a first world or third world country is 
involved.  

Debate has not touched much on the Three Mile Island reactor in that other first world country, the United States 
of America, or Pennsylvania more specifically.  The number of nuclear reactors in the United States is of 
enormous concern.  The nuclear energy debate is a diversionary tactic for those industries and those countries 
that are not interested in lifecycle responsibility.  In the context of sustainability and lifecycle responsibility, 
wind and other renewable energies are right up there; that is, alternative energies are much more efficient and 
economically responsible than nuclear energy.  The German state of North Rhine-Westphalia produces 30 per 
cent of its electricity from wind.  Contrary to the propaganda of the Neanderthals who are very close to the 
uranium industry, their lights do not flicker and their power does not go off because amazing energy 
technologies ensure that wind power can be regulated.  If one has a mix of electricity producers - Western 
Australia is moving towards that goal - one can ensure continuous supply.  Wind and other renewable energies 
must be an important part of Western Australia’s power mix - uranium must not be. 

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville) [3.06 pm]:  I am interested in making a contribution to the debate because I am 
probably one of the few people in this Parliament who has had a close association with Chernobyl.  I went to 
Chernobyl with Father Brian Morrison in the late 1980s to deliver medical supplies.  The purpose of our trip, on 
the fifth anniversary of the Chernobyl accident, was to investigate our concerns about the level of damage to the 
local population caused by the radiation from that implosion.  We believed there would be a high incidence of 
illnesses, such as cleft lip and palate, as a result of the nuclear accident.  I found that Chernobyl was a terrible 
place and that the surrounding areas had been cleared for miles and miles.  Whole populations had been moved 
from local villages to take them away from danger. 

Mr M. McGowan:  Was it cleared by the explosion?  

Dr K.D. HAMES:  No.  It was cleared because of the radiation around the plant, which had imploded, not 
exploded, and a meltdown had occurred.  The entire plant was encased in concrete.  We were with a group of 
international journalists, and when we climbed out of the car anywhere near the plant, within two minutes the 
Geiger counters were going crazy.  We would quickly jump in the car and be off again.  No radiation was found 
on the roads washed by rain, but the Geiger counters would go crazy when one walked off the side of the road! 

Mr M. McGowan:  Had all the trees and vegetation died? 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  No.  Everything was fine.  The area was probably just affected by the radiation.  We visited 
the local paediatrics unit at the local village and went to the hospital to discover the incidence of cleft lip and 
palate.  I had arranged with the former St Anne’s Hospital, now Mercy Hospital, to bring back children with cleft 
lip and palate as surgeons had volunteered to undertake the procedures for them.  One forgets that the Ukraine 
was a country of 90 million people in the late 1980s, and that the base level incidence of cleft lip and palate 
meant that its major hospital was treating about 1 500 such cases every year.  The hospital had a specialist unit 
and a specialist who did nothing else but those procedures.  No statistics or computers were available at the 
hospital.  We asked how much had the incidence increased following Chernobyl.  The girl flicked through the 
book and said there had been an anencephaly, which is a baby born without a brain, about two years prior, and 
that they thought that had been caused by radiation.  It was difficult to find a cause without the statistics.   

Since then, I have been strongly against uranium mining and the use of nuclear power in Western Australia.  I 
have come to question my position - not change it, but question it - because of the international movement, 
largely led not by the large mining companies but by well-respected members of environmental groups saying 
that we must look at the matter again.  The greenhouse gas emissions caused by the burning of gas and coal are 
such that the issue of uranium mining must be looked at again.  This view is coming from not only people 
overseas, but also people in our own country.  The president of the World Wildlife Fund was making exactly that 
point when the Minister for the Environment and I were speaking to him several months ago.  I am surprised at 
the Minister for the Environment downplaying all those comments about environmental concerns, when 
internationally recognised people are making them.  Not only that, I know that the president of the World 
Wildlife Fund is a good friend and supporter of the Minister for the Environment.  The minister needs to be 
aware that serious people are making those claims. 

Personally, I do not think there should be a nuclear power plant in Western Australia, or in Australia.  We do not 
need it.  However, we must look at the issues logically and without a head in the sand election mentality.  We 
must try to find out whether these arguments are correct.  I am happy to support the direction we are taking in 
going to our party room, but the best way to do this would be through a select committee of this Parliament.  If 
such a committee were established, it would be dominated by the Labor Party and would be able to look at 
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nuclear power plants overseas and seek opinions from international experts as to whether we are right or wrong.  
This is not about Western Australia, or about Australia.  This is a global issue that affects every single person 
living on the earth.  It is much more serious than making political points by frightening people about yellowcake 
going through their ports.  This is a very serious issue and it needs serious debate.  However, it cannot be 
resolved by us debating around a table.  We are such a small pool in an ocean.  What do we know about issues 
like that?  We can read things on the Internet, and I am sure that the general public is far better informed on 
issues like this than it ever could have been in the past.  The reality is that this is an international issue, and 
international experts have a lot of information. 

The member for Cottesloe made a brilliant presentation and provided us with some excellent information, but 
even that is insufficient for me to make up my mind about whether it is acceptable to export uranium, what the 
dangers are, what our responsibility should be and how much international protection there should be.  I am 
concerned about the issues that were raised by the Premier about nuclear accidents and the impact of nuclear 
proliferation.  However, I do not think that anyone in this house or even necessarily in this state is in a position 
to provide me with the information that I need.  A select committee of this house would have the ability to travel 
overseas and visit nuclear power stations, talk to people in other countries about issues that they have faced and 
talk to the heads of international environmental groups who are now very strongly making the case that we must 
support nuclear power for large countries that are burning so much coal and gas.  Countries like China and India 
are leaping forward in their development and should be supported by being supplied with uranium so that they 
can get on with the job of reducing their greenhouse emissions.  The member for Cottesloe also makes a very 
good point that power is a luxury, not a way of life, for the poor and destitute countries in Africa. 

I know that the Labor Party is against select committees, but this is an issue that goes beyond politics.  While 
some members are making the point that the leader has made the decision and that is what the leader should do, 
this is not about leadership or personal or party opinions.  This is potentially about the whole environment of the 
world.  Maybe all those claims are exaggerated, but I do not know, and I would like to know.  I would like a 
group to go and investigate those claims, look at all the options and come back to this Parliament saying that it 
has looked at all the issues and given its considered opinion about what should happen to uranium mining in this 
state and with nuclear power throughout the world.  That would at least give us a knowledge base to make a 
decision, not just as a single party but as a Parliament, as a state and as a nation.  

MR T.G. STEPHENS (Central Kimberley-Pilbara) [3. 15 pm]:  I am very pleased to be able to contribute 
briefly to this debate.  I am pleased that the debate is taking place.  It is not the first debate about nuclear energy 
in this Parliament and I predict that it will not be the last.  In taking up some of the themes that have been 
articulated in the chamber, I will turn to the most recent theme raised by the last speaker - the advantages of 
select committees.  A select committee of this place dealt with the opportunities and possibilities of tidal power 
in this state.  It brought down its findings but we are no further advanced in the decision making of government 
on harnessing a very powerful force for the generation of power in one part of this state.  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  The only flaw in your argument is that the project failed a technical test.  

Mr T.G. STEPHENS:  That is why it is germane to this debate is well.  What is needed is the science and 
technology to move this debate along.  To my mind, the science and technology for nuclear power has not yet 
emerged to advance this debate.  The science and technology of tidal power, for instance, has already moved 
along significantly as a result of new developments in our near neighbours that could have made that project 
possible if it had been available to the proponents at that time.  It is now available, and I hope that it will be 
deployed at some stage.  There is a need for a breakthrough in science and technology before we can confidently 
and safely move into nuclear power.  In my view we do not have that new knowledge available as this point.  
Why would we, right at this point in our history, want to jump into the mining and export of uranium?  What 
would be the consequence of that decision right now? 

In our part of the globe we cannot get our existing ore bodies through our ports and onto the market.  Our ports 
are already stretched to the limit.  Our ore bodies cannot be exploited now.  We are currently facing difficulties 
finding a workforce to develop those ore bodies.  We have ore bodies all over our state - iron and other valuable 
commodities - for which we do not currently have a workforce.  We do not currently have the infrastructure and 
the capacity to extract the valuable commodities that the world is currently demanding.  That is not the fault of 
this government, the last government or future governments.  It is just simply the sweep of human history that is 
producing a huge demand for our ore bodies.  It will take decades before we can get to some of them so that we 
can get the product out.  I am speaking specifically here of iron ore alone.  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  The volume of uranium is tiny. 
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Mr T.G. STEPHENS:  The argument that is not being currently deployed in this debate is that the additional 
workforce required places unnecessary pressure on the resource activity of this state.  Even if we had a 
breakthrough in science and technology, the miners out there are stretched to the limit in seeking professionals.  I 
came back recently with the Premier from the delayed opening of the Telfer project.  Why was it delayed?  It is 
because of the efforts involved in trying to source employees who are prepared to go into those ore bodies.  That 
is a challenge that we are currently faced with.  There is no time pressure upon this debate right now on this 
issue.  Pressure must be applied to deliver the necessary science and technology that will reshape this debate.  
We will then be able to move with confidence down the path that has been advocated by the proponents of 
uranium mining.  We are not yet at that point. 

MR G.A. WOODHAMS (Greenough) [3.20 pm]:  It disturbs me that we are hearing a politicised version of the 
debate in this house, which is not in the best interests of the people of Western Australia.  A public debate is in 
their best interests, and it is in the best interests of this Parliament.  I pick up on the remarks by the member for 
Dawesville about the possibility of establishing a select committee of this house to examine the future of the 
uranium mining industry in Western Australia.  I believe the consultation process should be public.  It is also 
very important to hear from the people in regional Western Australia.  Earlier in this debate today the member 
for Kimberley referred to the decisions on uranium mining that were made 20, 30 or 40 years ago.  Many of our 
attitudes were shaped by that era.  We now live in a different era.  I believe that this Parliament and the 
government must put on the public record that we are talking about the future of this state.  We are talking about 
the next generation of decision makers and their responsibilities.  They need to be informed if they are to make a 
decision on this matter.  The debate must be held publicly and the decision made should not be a political 
decision.  The government’s political opportunism disappoints me.  It is seeking to not publicly debate this very 
important issue for Western Australians. 

I represent an electorate that has a growing resource base.  I cannot tell whether uranium exists in significant 
deposits in the seat of Greenough.  The member for Cottesloe informs me that uranium exists in vast areas of 
Western Australia.  Perhaps it does not necessarily exist in quantities that can be mined.  From a regional point 
of view, people ask me on a reasonably regular basis about the future of uranium mining.  The member for 
Central Kimberley-Pilbara, who is not in the chamber, raised the issue of ore bodies in his electorate.  He said 
that the necessary infrastructure does not exist in his electorate and that the ports cannot handle it etc.  That is a 
very similar situation to that in the mid-west, despite the improvements to the port of Geraldton.  It is not 
surprising that the issue of uranium mining is raised by constituents in my electorate and also by people more 
broadly across the mid-west, because significant mining projects are being developed in that part of the world.  
Some of those projects might discover uranium, or be concerned with uranium and the future of uranium mining. 

Consultation is a very important issue.  Earlier the Premier referred to a dirty bomb, in the context of the debate 
on uranium mining.  I suggest that the government is guilty of dropping dirty bombs itself, because it did not 
consult on the one vote, one value legislation, but I will leave it at that.  That certainly was a dirty bomb.  The 
government is well versed in the use of dirty bombs.  I also reflect on some of the history that the Premier chose 
to talk about earlier in the debate today.  He mentioned a previous federal Leader of the Opposition, Mr Arthur 
Calwell.  The Premier said that Mr Calwell often found it difficult to represent the Labor Party policy in the 
federal Parliament because of what were described as the 36 faceless men.  I suggest to the government and 
members opposite that they do not want to risk the reputation that they are carrying at the moment in respect of 
this debate, and that is why they will not make it public.  The government wants to keep it locked in this 
chamber.  It wants to make it a political issue.  The government risks becoming known as - dare I say it - the 
baseless men, or the baseless men and women, to be more fair about this and to give the government its due 
respect in terms of the people who might be advising it.  It should not risk becoming known as the baseless men 
and women.  Members of the government might be glowing with trendyism at the moment, because perhaps that 
is all it possesses - 

Mr F.M. Logan:  Address the debate. 

Mr G.A. WOODHAMS:  I enjoy interjections from the member for Cockburn.  He is a political opportunist.  
All he will talk about is the politics of the issue.  Members on this side of the house are asking for a full, 
accountable and open public debate in this matter, so that the communities of Western Australia and the various 
disparate groups in Western Australia’s very wide, brown land can talk about uranium mining and not be stifled 
by the government.  I am aware that some government members would like to talk about uranium mining.  From 
what I have heard from members on the government side, they are being stifled and are not able to talk about 
uranium mining in a public sense; all they can do is talk about it in a political sense. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  More speakers from our side have spoken on this issue than members of the opposition. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  You only picked the ones who agreed with you. 
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Mr R.C. Kucera:  That is absolute nonsense. 

Mr F.M. Logan:  Your leader quoted the members for Kimberley and Central Kimberley-Pilbara. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order, members! 

Mr G.A. WOODHAMS:  If my maths are correct, members from each side have been speaking in turn.  It 
seems reasonable to me that it be done in that way. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  That is not true.  We had a couple of speakers in succession.  That is not true. 

Mr G.A. WOODHAMS:  I suggest that the community of Western Australia should be entitled to give fresh 
consideration to the uranium debate. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  As long as you ask your constituents whether they are prepared to have a nuclear waste dump 
in their area - that is your responsibility - and whether you are prepared to ship nuclear fuel out of Geraldton. 

Mr G.A. WOODHAMS:  I accept the minister’s interjection.  I am more than prepared to go to the constituents 
of my electorate and ask them a range of questions.  That needs to be done publicly.  I am not trying to politicise 
this.  I am merely trying to point out that it needs to be the public of Western Australia - 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  What position will your party take?  We have a clear policy statement.  In fact, we have 
implemented the policy.  You don’t even have a policy.  What will you go and consult on?  What will you ask 
them? 

Mr G.A. WOODHAMS:  The minister asked me a question that I am attempting to answer.  I am telling the 
minister that I am more than happy to go to my constituents in the electorate of Greenough and publicly ask 
them a range of questions, for which we will all be accountable.  I will not ask them a range of loaded political 
questions that the minister would prefer me to ask them. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  What will you say when they ask you the same questions?  Will you say that you do want a 
nuclear dump in your electorate?  Will you say that you will ship uranium out of Geraldton?  Is that the policy? 

Mr G.A. WOODHAMS:  Once again, the minister is attempting to politicise the issue. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  The question is about uranium mining. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  They are two of the questions that will have to be asked. 

Mr G.A. WOODHAMS:  Ample evidence demonstrates that government members are attempting to politicise 
the debate.  The government does not want an open and accountable debate in the community of Western 
Australia.  Some members on the other side of the house have already indicated to us today in this debate that 
they would like the younger generation in Western Australia to be able to learn about the issues not in a political 
sense but in a far broader sense.  I ask the government to not stifle or politicise this debate for political 
opportunism.  This is serious.  I am prepared to accept that the government is serious.  The minister should know 
that.  I am prepared to accept that the minister is serious.  However, if he wants to have a public debate on this 
issue, he should allow that to happen.  The debate should not be closed down in this Parliament.  He should not 
try to prioritise everything in a political sense. 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn - Minister for Housing and Works) [3.29 pm]:  I oppose the amendment, but I 
speak in support of the resolution put forward by the Premier. 

I am glad that this matter has been brought on.  I am glad I have this opportunity to oppose the amendment.  The 
amendment is ridiculous.  It is calling for debate but, when members are asked what their view is, they do not 
answer.  We have just seen examples of that from the member for Greenough and when the Premier asked the 
Leader of the Opposition, by interjection, for his view on the mining of uranium.  We heard nothing.  I find that 
quite surprising because the Leader of the Opposition said that his party will consult; it will talk to the Liberal 
Party membership and the general public before deciding on a point of view.  However, that was not the point of 
the interjection.  He was asked what view he will take to his party conference.  What view will he take to the 
general public?  Rest assured, that is the question the general public will ask the member for Greenough.  It is 
not a matter of him saying, “By the way, should we mine uranium?”  He will be asked what he thinks.  The press 
will ask him for his view.  We have yet to hear it.  Only two opposition members have given their points of view 
on the mining of uranium; that is, the member for Cottesloe and the member for Dawesville.  They are the only 
two points of view that have any technical support whatsoever for the argument.  I find that quite surprising.  In 
the Kalgoorlie Miner on 7 July 2004 Dan Sullivan spoke about the Leader of the Opposition.  He said that he 
was a straightshooter who stood up for what he believed in.  In The Geraldton Guardian on 12 August 2005 the 
Leader of the Opposition was quoted as saying that he is not the traditional, average politician.  He said that he 
did not talk in riddles and made no apology for that.  He said that he had a good dose of “uncommon” sense and 
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that he intended to bring that to the Liberal Party leadership.  He has certainly done that!  He also said that he 
tells it like it is no matter whether it is good or bad.  He should tell us; that is all we have asked from the Leader 
of the Opposition and members opposite.  They are all straightshooters; they tell everyone how straight they are.  
They say that if they are asked a question, they will let people know the answer.  Tell us: what is their position 
on uranium mining?  We have had only two answers: one from the member for Cottesloe and one from the 
member for Dawesville.  That is all.   

This debate is taking place now because, as the member for Cottesloe said, issues are being raised in Europe, 
mainly by greens and the nuclear energy industry, about trying to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 60 per 
cent by using nuclear energy.  That is the issue being debated primarily in Europe, not in the United States.  The 
reality is that the nuclear energy industry emits greenhouse gas, as was stated by the Premier in his contribution.  
Even if the entire energy industry around the world changed to nuclear power, greenhouse gas emissions would 
be reduced by only 40 per cent.  The argument from the greens, environmental groups and the government in the 
United Kingdom, as well as Europe, is that we must reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 60 per cent.  If 
everyone went nuclear, emissions would be reduced by only 40 per cent.  The point made by the Premier, which 
the member for Cottesloe tried to counter, was that if everyone turned to nuclear energy, the high-grade uranium 
ore - 

Mr M.J. Cowper interjected. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  Why does the member for Murray not listen?  He does not know much.  He makes a fool of 
himself every time he opens his mouth in this house.  He should be quiet for a minute and he might learn 
something. 

As the Premier said, the amount of high-grade uranium ore available in the world would run out very quickly if 
the world turned to nuclear energy.  The nuclear energy industry emits greenhouse gases.  We must remember 
the life cycle of the nuclear energy industry.  It has been said by Van Leeuwen and Smith that the total fossil 
energy consumption in uranium milling, mining, enrichment and power station construction is so large that 
nuclear power emits more carbon dioxide than an equivalent gas-fired power station.  Only after seven years of 
operation would a nuclear power station emit less CO2 than a gas-fired power station.  Not only that, the nuclear 
energy industry emits greenhouse gases.  There are six greenhouse gases, three of which are 
chlorofluorocarbons.  The nuclear processing industry emits CFCs.  In 2002, the Paducah enrichment plant in the 
United States emitted more than 197.3 metric tonnes of freon, which is a CFC, into the air through leaking pipes 
and other equipment.  In 2002 that single facility accounted for more than 55 per cent of all airborne releases of 
that ozone-depleting CFC by all large users in the United States.   

The industry itself emits greenhouse gases.  The life cycle of mining, milling and crushing uranium and building 
a $2 billion nuclear power plant emits more greenhouse gases than a normal gas-fired power station.  The 
arguments that are put forward by environmentalists and governments in the United Kingdom and Europe are 
flawed.  They know that; they recognise that.  They see this issue as an environmental catastrophe caused by 
greenhouse gases.  Some people believe there should be a quick fix by moving to nuclear energy as a means of 
addressing the 60 per cent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.  That has been taken by the nuclear energy 
industry as a green flag to get back into mining uranium.  The member for Cottesloe said that we should mine 
uranium because we will all make a lot of money from it.  That is not the case, and it will not happen.  Those 
governments will be very careful about whether they move into the nuclear energy industry as the way of 
addressing greenhouse gas emissions.  The issue can be addressed through other means.  Governments can spend 
the same amount of money that would be used for a nuclear power station on research to create clean coal.  The 
coal is gasified: the CO2 is stripped away, reinjected, and the gas is burnt with no resulting carbon emissions.  
The amount of money available for one nuclear power station could be allocated for research on building clean 
energy coal power stations.  The President of the United States, George W. Bush, has already allocated $1 billion 
to that research.  If we were to do the same, rather than have this stupid debate about mining uranium and all the 
associated problems, we would be world leaders in developing carbon-free coal and addressing the greenhouse 
gas issue.  We should be doing that, instead of having a stupid debate about returning to a technology from the 
1940s and 1950s that has all sorts of implications for not only our generation, but also generations for the next 
25 000 years.  It is a ridiculous debate and I oppose the amendment.   

MR D.T. REDMAN (Stirling) [3.39 pm]:  I would like to speak on this debate, but as I have to catch a plane 
fairly soon I will endeavour to keep my comments short.   
Clearly, one of the reasons this debate has come forward in this house is that there is uranium in Western 
Australia.  We would not be having this debate if not for the fact that Western Australia has a fairly large 
resource and that it presents an opportunity.  I will look at the pros and cons.  Arguments have been put to the 
house in support of both the pros and the cons.  There is a lot of data and information about both the pros and the 
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cons of uranium mining.  Some of that probably comes from questionable sources, but I am sure other parts 
come from very good sources.  One of the pros is that an economic argument can certainly be put for this state to 
mine uranium.  We mine a number of other resources and export those resources overseas.  The mining 
resources of this state have made a huge contribution to the wealth of this state.  The mining of this state’s 
uranium resources could provide a further economic opportunity for this state.  It has already been mentioned 
that there is a worldwide shortfall in the supply of uranium.  Therefore, because this state has that resource, there 
is scope for it to capitalise on that worldwide shortfall.   
Unlike some of the other speakers, I believe the debate about uranium mining must be considered in conjunction 
with the debate about nuclear power and nuclear waste.  I do not believe we can separate the two.  If the state 
does decide to go down the path of mining uranium and using nuclear energy, there will be a fairly long lead 
time in that exercise.  However, we should not leave it too late to do the necessary groundwork. 
There has been a fair amount of change in attitude in the community, particularly by some of the high level 
members of the green movement internationally.  There has been some debate about the issue of greenhouse 
gases versus the issue of nuclear energy and nuclear waste.  In a recent television program, James Lovelock cited 
the fact that the impact on our community of half a dozen Chernobyl disasters would not even come close to the 
impact of a rise in the sea level by five or six feet.  He goes on from that to make the strong point that, therefore, 
by far the bigger issue for us is greenhouse gases.  That is one debate that is out there in the community, and it 
comes from a prominent person in international circles.   

Nuclear power is also environmentally friendly as a source of energy.  Contrary to the member for Cockburn’s 
position, I am of the understanding that nuclear energy does not produce anywhere near as much greenhouse gas 
as coal and the other options available; therefore, nuclear energy also provides an opportunity from an 
environmental perspective.  The member for Cottesloe said there are about 440 nuclear power plants in the world 
at present.  I thought it was a little higher than that.  Australia has processes in place to ensure that the uranium 
that is mined in this country is used for peaceful purposes.  That is set out in the agreements we have with other 
countries, and I guess we would continue to abide by those agreements.  Radioisotopes are used in medicine, 
agriculture and a number of other fields.  Therefore, the issue of nuclear energy and radioactivity is not totally 
foreign to us.  

On the side of the cons, one of the concerns of people who are against uranium mining and the use of nuclear 
energy is that it will lead to the proliferation of nuclear armaments.  That is one of the frightening bogeys that is 
out there when it comes to the mining of uranium.  As the member for Cottesloe has mentioned, there are some 
differences in the level of refinement of uranium and how it may contribute to the potential proliferation of 
nuclear armaments.  However, it is still a concern. 

Waste management is another major concern.  I believe that if we do go down the path of using nuclear energy, 
that is a serious issue that will need to be addressed.  I have the same concerns as any other citizen about that 
issue.  The question often asked is whether we would like to have a nuclear waste dump in our own backyard.  I 
guess we would all have concerns about that.  There was an interesting story on Four Corners on Monday of last 
week about people in Sweden who were swimming in the coolant water from a nuclear power plant.  They 
clearly did not have a problem with it.  Nevertheless, nuclear waste is an important issue, and Sweden is dealing 
with that issue, at quite a high cost, I might add.   

Another concern is that because uranium is such an easy source of energy, it could reduce the pressure on 
governments and the community to conserve energy.  Therefore, we should not approach this issue light-
heartedly, because it is important that we reduce our energy consumption.  

Someone in my constituency pointed out to me recently that only about 30 per cent of total greenhouse gas 
emissions comes from energy production sources.  That is a bit of anecdotal evidence, I suppose.  However, if 70 
per cent comes from cars and other sources, that is an argument for not using nuclear power as a source of 
energy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  There are certainly a lot of cows in your electorate! 

Mr D.T. REDMAN:  I meant cars.  It is a big concern.   

Today I gave notice of a motion, which hopefully the house will debate in a couple of weeks, that this house 
calls on the government to investigate the opportunities in Western Australia to develop a biofuels industry.  I 
hope that, in light of the arguments the government has put today, the government will support that motion, 
because it fits in well with the government’s ideology.   

In conclusion, if we weigh up the pros and the cons, what we are really weighing up is the greenhouse gas issue 
versus the issue of nuclear waste management.  Those are the two big issues.  Members may ask me what my 
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position is on this matter.  I am concerned, but I am probably not qualified to make any comment.  The National 
Party wants to promote this debate.  It is important that we have a good quality debate in the community.  The 
debate should not stop in this chamber.  The government should not put a line in the sand and say we should not 
take this debate any further.  The dominant position in my constituency is probably against uranium mining, and 
it is important that I listen to that.  At this time, the Nationals support maintaining the moratorium on uranium 
mining.  However, that must be seen in the context of promoting the debate within the community.  That said, I 
personally am leaning towards the use of nuclear power as a source of energy.  Concerns have been raised about 
greenhouse gas emissions.  The Nationals believe that nuclear power could well have a future in energy 
production in this state.  Therefore, we should not close our minds to the use of nuclear power as one of those 
choices.  In summary, we want to promote the debate.  I would hate to see the government stop the debate with 
this motion today.  If there is an appetite to have that debate, one of the options is to appoint a select committee, 
as has been proposed by the member for  Dawesville.  The Nationals would certainly support that.  In line with 
that, I support the amendment to make the motion read -  

That this house supports the Premier’s call for a public debate on uranium mining.   

MR P.D. OMODEI (Warren-Blackwood - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [3.47 pm]:  I have listened 
with great interest to this debate.  I fear that this issue is being used by the government for political gain, because 
the government is hoping like hell that at the next election the opposition will support the mining of uranium and 
it can run a fear campaign in the port electorates to try to keep the seats of Geraldton and Albany.  I support a 
mature debate on nuclear energy, tidal power, hydrogen cell power and the gasification of coal - all those 
alternatives.  If we can have a summit in Western Australia on water issues in this state, then surely we can have 
a summit to discuss the issue of uranium mining.  What the Labor Party is proposing is really quite hypocritical, 
because nuclear-powered ships come into the ports of Albany and Fremantle.  We also allow the transport of 
radioactive mineral sands, particularly monazite, which is mined extensively throughout Western Australia.   

This is nothing but a political stunt by the Labor Party.  The Labor Party knows full well that the transportation 
of yellowcake is relatively safe.  We all know that radioactivity can be found in not only buildings, but also rock 
formations and a range of other things.  One only needs to stand underneath a high-velocity powerline with a 
fluorescent globe in each hand to see how much radioactivity is emitted from high velocity powerlines.   

I will not delay the house, as other members want to speak.  However, we should not make decisions based on 
politics; we should make them based on the long-term future planning of the state of Western Australia.  
Ultimately, as far as greenhouse gas emissions are concerned, we will fit into the global situation.  If we want to 
argue an issue, let us argue about whether we should be part of the Kyoto Protocol under which Australia could 
conduct carbon trading.  When it comes to considering alternative forms of energy, this government has been 
backward in coming forward.  I will reiterate my initial remarks.  I support a mature debate on all forms of 
energy, which should be an open debate so that the whole community can participate.  To that end, I support the 
amendment, as it will clearly allow for an open debate.  At the end of September and the beginning of October, 
people from all walks of life throughout the state will attend the Liberal Party’s state conference and debate a 
motion on the use of uranium.  That is a sensible thing to do and, hopefully, decisions will be made at that 
conference based on what is good for Western Australia rather than what is good for politics. 

DR J.M. WOOLLARD (Alfred Cove) [3.50 pm]:  I agree with the amendment.  The amendment allows for 
public debate on this issue.  I have many concerns about this issue, but I believe that the community should be 
given the opportunity to be involved in the debate.  Members receive briefings on each bill that comes before the 
Parliament, and the government should offer briefings to members from both sides of this argument; that is, from 
the side of the fence that supports nuclear power and from the other side of the fence that is concerned about 
where the waste will be stored.  Although we may have sufficient measures in this state to keep the mining of 
uranium safe, if we intend to export yellowcake to other countries, we must debate the fact that it might be used 
and abused in those countries.  That is why many people do not want the country to move into uranium mining.  
I will be brief in my remarks so that other members can put their position on the record.  However, I believe that 
public debate is healthy.  My position currently is not to support lifting the moratorium, but I want to be better 
informed so that I can discuss this issue with people in my community.  A few people have mentioned to me that 
they support nuclear mining, but most of the comments that have come into my electorate office have been 
against nuclear mining.   
Mr C.J. Barnett:  Do you support nuclear medicine? 
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  The member for Cottesloe just asked me about nuclear medicine.  I do support nuclear 
medicine.  However, nuclear medicine does not involve digging - or whatever the expression is - to the 
maximum and exporting uranium and, because of it, possibly causing problems in other countries.  At the 
moment we do not know enough about storage.   
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Amendment put and negatived.   

Motion Resumed 
Question put and passed. 
 


